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Abstract 
Kong, T.Y., R. Kopperman and P.R. Meyer, Guest Editors’ Preface to Special Issue on Digital 
Topology, Topology and its Applications 46 (1992) 173-179. 
The papers in this special issue are devoted to applications of topology in image processing and 
pattern recognition. In this preface we give an overview of these papers and some historical 
background. 
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The term digital topology loosely refers to the use of topological concepts such 
as boundary and simple connectedness in computer graphics and image processing.’ 
Correspondence to: Professor T.Y. Kong, Department of Computer Science, Queens College CUNY, 
Flushing, NY 11367, USA. 
’ It has recently come to our attention that finite topologies similar to those we discussed in this issue 
have been applied in chemistry. The book Topological Methods in Chemistry (Wiley/Interscience, New 
York, 1989) by Richard E. Merritield and Howard E. Simmons of DuPont, is entirely devoted to these 
applications. 
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The subject has been studied since the late 1960’s, when it was introduced by 
Rosenfeld [19] (see also [20,21]). It has provided the theoretical foundations for 
important image processing operations such as object counting, thinning, boundary 
detection and contour filling. Until quite recently all work in digital topology was 
based on a graph-theoretic rather than a topological notion of connectedness. There 
is now an alternative approach which uses general topology explicitly; but more on 
this later. For a survey of the subject and a bibliography of relevant literature up 
to the mid 1980’s see [13]. 
Twelve 30-minute talks on different aspects of digital topology were given at the 
AMS Special Session on Topology in Computer Graphics and Image Processing 
held at the 1990 annual Mathematics Meetings.* Three of the papers in this issue 
(by Hall, Neumann-Lara and Wilson, Udupa) are revised and in two cases consider- 
ably expanded versions of talks given at the Special Session. 
A fundamental concept of computer graphics and image processing is that of a 
binary image. An n-dimensional binary image may be defined as a partition of 
Z”-or, more generally, the grid-points of some other regularly spaced grid in 
Euclidean n-space-into two sets, where the points in one set are called l’s and the 
points in the other set are called 0’s. In a 2-d binary image representing a printed 
page the l’s would typically represent the ink on the page. In addition to 2-d binary 
images, 3-d binary images are now also quite widely used in some fields (such as 
medical imaging). Also, 4-dimensional binary images have been used to represent 
moving 3-d objects, such as a beating heart [4]. (The 4-d image consists of a stack 
of 3-d images of the object at different times.) Some possible applications of 
n-dimensional binary images where n > 5 are described in Section 5 of the paper 
by Udupa in this issue. Digital topology deals with the question of how, and to 
what extent, topological concepts can meaningfully and usefully be applied to a 
binary image. 
Since digital topology is inherently an applicable field, it was important to us 
that there should be papers in this issue about applications. There are two such 
papers here; both are written by non-mathematicians.” In one (which we referred 
to above) Jayaram Udupa, Director of the Medical Image Processing Group, 
Department of Radiology, University of Pennsylvania, discusses the problem of 
finding the boundaries of objects represented in 3-d binary images, and its applica- 
tions to medical imaging. In the other, Richard Hall, Associate Professor of Electrical 
Engineering at the University of Pittsburgh, develops and discusses tests-which 
have efficient computer implementations-to determine whether a given parallel 
thinning algorithm preserves the number of “connected components” of l’s and of 
O’s in all possible input images. Thinning algorithms are used in image processing 
’ Speakers were E. Khalimsky, V.A. Kovalevsky, K. Kuperberg, G.M. Reed, A. Rosenfeld, the editors 
of this issue and all of its authors with the exception of A.W. Roscoe and V. Neumann-Lara. 
s One new area of digital topology that has immediate applications to computer graphics but which 
is not addressed by any paper in this issue is the theory of “tunnel-free” voxelization of continuous 
surfaces in 3-space, studied by Cohen and Kaufman [2]. 
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to reduce the set of l’s in a binary image to a skeleton that is a “digital deformation 
retract” of that set. 
Of course, many problems in computer graphics and image processing lie outside 
digital topology. A simple example is the problem of telling an “n” from a “u”, 
which arises in the programming of scanners. As another example, the problem of 
distinguishing an acceptable from an unacceptable thinning algorithm is not com- 
pletely topological. This is clear from the following possible outcomes of “thinning” 
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The computer graphics and image processing community has for the most part 
used a graph-based approach to digital topology, in which binary images are made 
into graphs by imposing adjacency relations on Z”. This approach is used, for 
example, in the papers by Hall and Udupa. For 2-dimensional binary images, the 
most frequently used adjacency relation on Z2 is the following, which we call the 
(8,4) adjacency relation: 
Two l’s are adjacent if they are 8-adjacent; two O’s or a 1 and a 0 are 
adjacent if they are 4-adjacent. 
Two points in HZ with coordinates (x, y) and (x’, y’) are said to be S-adjacent if 
max(lx-x’l, Iy-y’l)= 1, and are said to be 4-adjacent if (x-x’/+ ly -y’I = 1. 
(Analogously, two points in Z’ with coordinates (x,y, z) and (x’,y’, z’) are said to 
be 26-adjacent if max( Ix - x’l, ly - y’l, (z - z’l) = 1, and are said to be 6-adjacent if 
Ix - x’I+ ly -y’l+ Iz’- z’l= 1; they are said to be l%adjacent if they are 26-adjacent 
and Ix-x’I+Iy-y’l+Jz’-~‘1~2.) 
One problem of the graph-based approach to digital topology is that of determining 
what adjacency relations on Z” might reasonably be used instead of (8,4) and its 
higher dimensional analogs. One would normally want to use adjacency relations 
such that fundamental topological properties of R” (e.g. the Jordan-Brouwer separ- 
ation theorem and unicoherence) have natural analogs for the graphs obtained from 
binary images4 Thus neither 4- nor 8-adjacency would normally be used as the 
4 However, one might use a topologically less well-behaved adjacency relation if this leads to a faster 
algorithm. The “(a,,, a,) adjacency relation*’ used in Udupa’s paper is a case in point. 
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adjacency relation on Z2 (e.g. because no satisfactory analog of the Jordan curve 
theorem holds in the resulting graphs [19]). In their paper in this issue, Kong, 
Roscoe and Rosenfeld address the problem of finding good adjacency relations on 
Z2 and Z3. In particular, they identify a large class of adjacency relations for which 
it is possible to define a discrete version of the fundamental group that has many 
of the properties one would want. They show that binary images equipped with 
these adjacency relations have other important properties corresponding to topologi- 
cal properties of Iw2 and Iw3. 
An extended notion of one-dimensionality introduced by Khalimsky (see [.5,6]) 
provides the basis for a different approach to digital topology, which we have called 
the topological approach [ 111. This extends one of the classical notions of a connected 
ordered topological space from T, spaces to T, spaces (see [6]): a connected, ordered 
topological space (COTS) is a connected space with the property that each 3-point 
subset contains a point whose deletion leaves the other two in distinct components 
of the remainder. There is essentially only one COTS topology on Z which induces 
the usual ordering-the topology with subbase ((2n - 1,2n, 2n + 1) 1 n E Z}. We call 
a product of two of these spaces a digital plane. More generally, digital n-space is 
defined as a product of n copies of Z with this COTS topology. 
There is another way to construct digital n-space. Define an equivalence relation 
-onIW”by(x,,x2,...,x,)-(y,,y2,... , y,,) if 1~~1 = [YiJ and [x;] = [vi1 for every 
i. (Here ]z] and [z] respectively denote the greatest integer GZ and the least integer 
sz.) Then digital n-space is the quotient space [w”/--. The quotient map is open. 
Digital n-space is not homogeneous: an infinite number of points are open, an 
infinite number are closed and when n >2 an infinite number are neither. We 
normally identify the points in a binary image with the open points in digital n-space. 
We regard the nonopen points of digital n-space as “invisible boundary elements” 
(see [7] or [ll]). We choose to regard open points as “visible” and nonopen points 
as “invisible” for the following reason. The inverse image under the quotient map 
of an open point is an open n-dimensional unit cube; but the inverse image of a 
nonopen point is an open r-dimensional face of such a cube (for some r < n) and 
has measure zero in Iw”. 
A very similar theory has been developed by Kovalevsky [15], who discovered 
digital n-space independently of Khalimsky. See also [3]. Kovalevsky has designed 
and put to academic and commercial use a number of algorithms that are based on 
this theory. 
Digital n-space is an Alexandroff space-i.e., a space in which every point has 
a smallest neighborhood, or, equivalently, a space in which arbitrary intersections 
of open sets are open and arbitrary unions of closed sets are closed. Note that in 
an Alexandroff space cl(S) = U {cl({y}) 1 y E S} because the latter set is closed. 
For Alexandroff spaces the Alexundroff specialization [ 11, cs, defined by x 6, y 
if x E cl({y}) is very useful. This relation is a quasi-order (i.e., reflexive and transitive); 
it is antisymmetric, and hence a partial order, iff the space is To. An Alexandroff 
space is completely determined by its specialization order, since a set S in an 
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Alexandroff space is closed iff S = cl(S) = U {cl({y}) 1 y E S} iff y E S and x ~,y imply 
x E S. Moreover, every quasi-order is the specialization order of an Alexandroff space. 
A set S in an Alexandroff space is connected iII for each pair of points p, q in S 
there is a finite sequence x0,. . . , x, of points in S such that x0 = p, x, = q and for 
each i (0s i < n) either x, ss xi+, or x,,, ss x,. This key property of connected 
Alexandroff spaces can be thought of as a form of pathwise connectedness. It is 
important because it allows us to think graph-theoretically about connectedness and 
components [ 81. 
Digital n-space is To, but not T, , not regular and not normal. An Alexandroff 
space is T, iff it is discrete iff ss is equality. An Alexandroff space is regular iff 
every closed set is open iff <s is an equivalence relation. (Thus the closure of any 
connected set in a regular Alexandroff space is a component of the space with empty 
boundary.) One can show that an Alexandroff space is normal iff no component 
contains two disjoint nonempty closed subsets iff for every two points x, y lying in 
the same component there is a point z such that z cs x and z 6, y. (Thus every 
finite component of a normal Alexandroff space must be the smallest neighborhood 
of one of its points.) This suggests that we cannot hope to model all binary images 
using only Alexandroff spaces which are T, , regular or normaL 
An important property of T,, Alexandroff spaces is that every such space has a 
metric analog [8,91-a metric space of which the given space is an open quotient 
in such a way that the homotopy properties of the two spaces are closely related. 
When a To space X is not only Alexandroff but also has the property that every 
point has a finite closure and a finite neighborhood (as is the case for digital n-space), 
one metric analog of X can be obtained by taking a realization of the abstract 
simplicial complex whose abstract simplexes are the pairwise connected subsets of 
X. (We say a space is pairwise connected if every 2-point subspace is connected.) 
Using this construction one can deduce a number of results about digital n-space 
from the analogous results for Euclidean n-space. For example, one can deduce 
from the Alexander Duality Theorem that a Jordan separation theorem holds in 
digital n-space for every n > 1. The proof is a fairly straightforward generalization 
of the proof given in [14] of the Jordan surface theorem for digital 3-space. 
In fact similar methods can be used in the graph-based approach to digital 
topology. For example, see the paper by Kong, Roscoe and Rosenfeld in this issue. 
Or see [12], where “continuous analogs” were used to give an alternate and more 
intuitive proof of the 3-d digital Jordan surface theorem of Morgenthaler, Reed and 
Rosenfeld [ 16-181, and to show that the theorem is valid for the (6, 18) and (18,6) 
adjacency relations as well as (6, 26) and (26,6). 
We mention that the existence of metric analogs for all To Alexandroff spaces 
implies that metric analogs exist for all To spaces whose topologies are countable 
5 Interestingly, here T, implies regular implies normal, and neither of the implications can be reversed. 
Indeed, the Sierpinski space (the 2-point space in which exactly one is open) is a T,, Alexandroff COTS 
that is normal but not regular. This is an example of a normal T,) space that has a u-discrete base and 
yet is nonmetrizable. 
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joins of Alexandroff topologies. As a very special case of this, all second countable 
To spaces have metric analogs. However, we have been unable to find a nontrivial 
characterization of spaces that possess metric analogs [9]. 
The 2-dimensional case of the Jordan separation theorem for digital n-space-the 
Jordan curve theorem for the digital plane-was proved directly, without using the 
Euclidean Jordan curve theorem, in [6]. This was one of the first results in the 
topological approach to digital topology. The paper by Neumann-Lara and Wilson 
in this issue uses the Euclidean Jordan curve theorem and graph-theoretic arguments 
to prove a Jordan curve theorem for a class of planar graphs that includes the graph 
derived from the specialization order of the digital plane. This result implies the 
Jordan curve theorem for the digital plane. 
In his two papers in this issue Kronheimer gives an interesting generalization of 
digital n-space. He introduces the notion of a finestration of a space, which is a 
collection of pairwise disjoint open subsets, called windows, whose union is dense. 
He shows that given any fenestration of a space X there is a smallest possible space 
that is an open quotient of X in such a way that each window is mapped onto a 
single point and different windows are mapped onto different points. He calls this 
quotient space the minimal grid of the fenestration. Digital n-space is just the 
minimal grid of the obvious fenestration of [w” consisting of the interiors of the unit 
n-cells whose corners have integer coordinates. In his first paper Kronheimer also 
explains how the graph-based approach to digital topology relates to his theory. In 
the second paper he examines topologies which arise from his theory (among them 
the key T,, semiregular ones), and techniques for handling them such as imbedding 
them in a Wallman-type compactification. 
As we see from Kronheimer’s papers-and perhaps also from the above discussion 
of metric analogs and the open problem of characterizing the spaces which possess 
them-the topological approach to digital topology generates some quite interesting 
mathematics. However, its eventual success in the practical world will depend on 
the extent to which it can be used to develop algorithms for computer graphics and 
image processing that are as efficient and useful as algorithms developed using the 
graph-based approach. 
Note added in proof 
Khalimsky’s product space used in the topological approach to digital topology 
was also introduced independently by Ankeney and Ritter in International Journal 
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